Facial tracking is a key step forface modeling, coding and animation. In this paper we present a facial tracking method in stereo vision. We use an e@cient representation of 3 -0 face motion, consisting of global head motion and local facial deformation. Stereo vision is utilized to measure 3-0 coordinates of the face, the global and local motion parameters of the hacked face is solved respectively. From the 3-D space to the left and right image space we employ re-projection to realize 3 -0 tracking. Experiment results of our method are given to demonstrate its performance.
INTRODUCTION
Because of many potentially important applications, "Looking at People" is currently one of the most active application domains in computer vision. Among them, there is a vast body of work on human facial tracking (including the eyes, nose and mouth), with applications such as face recognition, facial expression analysis, face modeling, coding and animation [l-151.
Faces are highly dynamic patterns those undergo many non-rigid transformations. The previous methods of facial tracking can be classified as 2-D or 3-D. 2-D trackers can be based on deformable or rigid patches, or on edge or feature detectors [3,14,18,13,9,12], but 3-D properties of the face will handle large variations of face orientations. One method is to build a physically-based model that describes the muscular structure of the face [5, 17, 16, 1, 7] . Another method employs an analysis-by-synthesis mechanism where the face images are analyzed by comparing them to synthetic face images [4, 6, 8, 10, 15] .
In this paper, we propose a stereo facial tracking method, in which 3-0 information is fully utilized to estimate the pose of the head and the expression parameters. We give an efficient representation of the facial motion describing the main expression motion and head motion. From the 3-D space to the left and right image space we employ re-projection to realize stereo tracking. The tracking result can be used for facial animation and coding.
Related Work
They are few works about facial stereo tracking.
[13] Matsumoto et.al construct a real-time stereo vision system for facial tracking and head pose estimation. They pick six fiducial points at the comers of the mouth and the eyes as the tracked features, where the 2-D tracking is based on 2-D template matching (temporal and stereo). 
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Deformable models are parameterized shapes that deform due to forces according to physical laws. In Figure  1 we illustrate our model: we select some points on the facial features: 1 point between the eyes, 3 points of each eyebrow, 2 comers of each eye, 2 points of each eyelid, 2 nostrils, the tip of the nose, 2 comers and another 6 points of the mouth. Here we can make simple triangulation in the middle face area. The points of eyes and the nose are assumed to be independent from facial expression, so they are used to estimate the head motion. The points of eyebrows and the mouth would be employed to estimate the facial mimic after the head motion compensation. An example of our model fitted to a real image is shown too. 
Rigid head motion
It is reasonable to assume the head is a rigid object, so 
Non-rigid expression motion
The selection of an adequate family of shape functions is dictated by accuracy and compactness requirements. The most frequent choice consists of the second order interpolating polynomials, especially parabolic arcs.
Nevertheless, quadric representations prove to be too rigid for accurately dealing with a wide variety of facial expressions, in particular those involving large deformations of the mouth. Known as versatile modeling tools in computer graphics, splinebased representations have been successfully used for facial component modeling [7, 17] . according to some proportion relationships of geometrical measuring occurred on the human head model.
Combined motion motion as
Now the whole motion is combined by global and local
P = R ( P~ + E ( P~) ) + T .
(3) Our face motion model allows the deformation of the face independent from the orientation of the head. It can guarantee the unique deformation parameters to describe the facial expression.
Solution of the Face Pose and Expression
We adopt the idea of virtual springs to solve the motion estimation problem in an iterative framework. Here we assume the motion is smooth both in global head movement and local facial deformation. The weight corresponds to the stiflness of the springs, and the object function corresponds to the elastic energv of the springs.
Rigid head motion
Here only eight points at comers of eyes and the nose are used, they are assumed not changed in the expression process.
Head Dose can be estimated as follows
minFo = x w i ( p i -~p~~ -T )~( P~-R~~~-T ) ,
Here it can be solved by SVD according to [2].
Non-rigid expression motion
After being compensated by the head motion, the left eighteen points at eyebrows, eyelids and the mouth will be used to calculate the expression parameters. We can imagine the head has been "adjusted" to the front view now:
Let p r o = R T ( p -T ) , t h e n d p ' o = ( p ' o -p o ) =~( p o ) , the goal is changed to solve the following WLS problem, minF"= ~w i ( d p ' o i -E i~) T ( d p ' o i -E i~) ,
Where 5 is the vector of 24 facial expression parameters, Eiis the matrix of the deformation span bases. The weights wi are the same to the global motion. Once the left and camera parameters are estimated, i.e.
( R~ T~) , and kjl,kj2, given the image coordinates of any a point in the view we are able to obtain its 3-D coordinates p = [ x y in the world coordinate system by triangulation measurement.
Spatio-temporal Point Matching
In our framework, template correlation is realized twice both temporally and spatially. The correlation factors for both cameras are multiplied as weights for the 3-D motion estimation. The computation of correlation is in the horizontal and vertical direction, and E is the temporal-spatial matching ratio value (0.6-0.8).
Here a multi-resolution framework is utilized to increase the efficiency with smaller both search region (5x5) and template window (7x7): We consttuct a quadtree pyramid and start template matching based on the normalized correlation from the coarsest level, the calculated displacement vectors will be propagated to the finer level; The new search region in the current level will be set by this displacement vector, the matching result is from the finest level of the pyramid.
We update the template by an IIR filter:
With r[t],r[O]
as the current template and the initial template, p as the update ratio (0.4-0.6).
Robust 3-D tracking
would be "adjustes' as follows:
But we must remind, those points as eye comers and nostrils only perform rigid motion, without expression. After this modification, these 3-D points are reprojected into the left and right images as the new search area for the next spatio-temporal template matching, i.e.
After the whole motion calculation, the 3-D coordinates
With si = r j 3 1 x + r j 3~y + r j~3 z + T j z .
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Our stereo environment is a binocular vision system from the Visionl Corp. [19] . There are two (Master and Slave) PC computers, and each of them is connected with a Kodak ES3 10 camera. The synchronization is controlled by the Master computer, the video capture rate is 60 frameslsecond. Because the color images captured from Visionl are saved in a special format, we have to transfer this format into a standard format (Bitmap or PPM) first.
Estimated camera intrinsic parameters are given below: Figure 2 . On Pentium 400M, realized by VC++, the processing speed is about 2 framesisecond. Here at initialization, we move by mouse our model vertex to fit the first pair of stereo views. 
CONCLUSION
We propose a stereo facial tracking method in which 3-D information of the facial features are fully utilized. We give an efficient representation of the facial motion, and the global motion (head move) and the local motion (expression) can be estimated separately. This tracking result can be applied in facial animation, coding and understanding for HCI.
